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level of difficultytime required 
1 hour

Used items:

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

1     Wrap 3 cm of the double-sided adhesive tape around the ring.

2     Place 1.20 m satin ribbon at an angle and wrap completely the ring 
around.

3     Knot the 1.60 m threading silk on the ring.

4     The knot shows inwards so secure it with some glue for jewellery.

5     Thread the needle for threading beads, then thread successively the 
beads on.

6     At a distance of 5cm, place the threading yarn around the ring and 
then rethread through the last bead, so that you get your first bead arc.

7     Thread the next 6 arcs.

8     Thread the end of the last arc through the first bead of the first arc.

9     Now thread back the pearlescent shimmered bead Rocaille through 
the first arc up to the middle.

10   Continue by threading the next arcs through these 3 beads until the 
circuit is closed. Now knot the threading yarn.

25 059 00 Metal ring, coated, white 12 cm ø 1 pc
55 214 22 Satin ribbon, silver 1.20 m
55 212 22 Satin ribbon, silver 0.50 m
89 022 01 Threading silk, nature, black 1.60 m
14 799 558 Rocailles-Mix with big hole, 5,5 mm ø, grey shades  32 pcs
14 690 572 "Silk-Bead" Glass Rocailles, 4 mm ø, anthracite 44 pcs
14 745 576 Miyuki Glass sticks, black 14 pcs = 0,5 g
14 055 22 Rocailles, 2,6 mm ø, with silver inlet, silver  3 g
85 464 606 Deko-feather white with star, silver  2 pcs

Instructions:

11   Thread zig-zag until a desirable pattern is reached, then sew up the 
threading yarn through the bead arc.

12   Sew up the starting thread as well.

13   Thread the yarns of the two deco-feathers into the needle for 
threading beads.

14   Thread the beads, now thread on the silver-lined 10 Rocailles, place it 
around the ring and then thread it back through the previously strung 
beads.

15   Thread again the yarns on the reverse side of the feathers by going 
through the lowest bead until there is a small loop, put some glue for 
jewellery on it and pull it through.

16   Cut off the yarn ends, secure also the rests with some glue for 
jewellery and let it harden.

17   Knot on the upper side a hanger with 0.5m satin ribbon.




